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IBM SmartCloud Foundation for ISVs 
Rethink IT. Reinvent Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set up
 - evolution of the existing customer presentation on IBM Cloud
 - this is the highest level presentation you can give to a customer and is intended to be as such.  Liimited talk about capabilities and offerings, but certainly areas in which you as a seller could plug into.
 - depending how new you are to your client or how new your client is to cloud, this presentation should be used as part of your first step in a Client Briefing
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On today’s Smarter Planet, businesses are challenged to innovate 
while managing an unprecedented rate of change

CEOs anticipate 
turbulent change and 
bold moves ahead.

80%

Uncover new 
Profit opportunity

Build operating 
dexterity

Reinvent customer 
relationships

* Source: IBM CEO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Businesses challenged to innovate while managing uprecedented change……NEED to build operating dexterity,  reinvent customer relationship , uncover new oppot

(Positive introduction around smarter planet and the opportunity that exists for organizations)

As the world becomes more instrumented, interconnected and intelligent we see incredible things happening: 
Organizations are turning the explosion of data new insights for better decisions, 
Transforming business models for unprecedented rewards. 
Removing the walls between them and customers
We see virtually everything being enriched with new levels of computing power.

A SMARTER PLANET CREATES INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY.
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Smartphones and 1.2 billion 
mobile employees by 2014

1Billion
Extended Reach

Speed Value

view cloud as 
critical to their plans

90%

of digital content in 2012,  
up 50% from 2011

2.7ZB
New InsightsIntelligent business 

assets

20B+
Responsiveness

1. Technology factors
2. People skills
3. Market factors
4. Macro-economic factors
5. Regulatory concerns
6. Globalization

Factors impacting organizations:
1

Source: IBM CEO Study 2012

For the first time, CEOs identify technology as the most important 
external force impacting their organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since our CEO Study series began, technology – in its widest sense – has progressively risen on CEOs’ radar. It now ranks as the number-one factor impacting organizations.
Some CEOs spoke of how advances in alternative energy, biotechnology, nanotechnology and other fields far beyond IT are revolutionizing products, operations and business models. Others described new possibilities created by a physical world outfitted with millions of networked sensors. CEOs also discussed the whirlwind of “social” change they’re witnessing. Facebook, Renren, Twitter, Weibo, Foursquare and other technology upstarts have stormed across markets and industries.3 Smart, mobile devices are increasingly pervasive. And new technologies are emerging to help organizations store and make sense of the “big data” this digital storm is creating.

Technology will play a critical role in organizations achieving objectives.

Few examples of this…..Cloud speeds service delivery, and so we now see 90% of CIOs view cloud as critical to their plans.   We see organizations leveraging mobile to improve reach of services to clients – with 1Bm smart phones and tables shipping in 2012 – a 34% increase in a year. We see over 20B machine centric devices now deployed enabling more responsive business operations and business models.  And all of these technologies are generating tremendous data with 2.7 zetabytes of digital content in 2012 – an increase of 50% in one year.
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Enable new business 
models and client 
relationships

Deliver IT without 
boundaries 

Lower complexity & 
improve economics of IT

Speed delivery of product 
and service innovation

Thus, organizations are applying technology in new, innovative ways 
by leveraging the transformational power of cloud and expert 
integrated systems

Increasing time to value

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  While business and IT come to cloud for different reasons and with different goals, both roles are unified in their view of cloud’s overall value:  the ability to deliver IT without boundaries, improve speed and dexterity, and create new business value.  

These are the kinds of value that bring participants together regardless of role.  They speak to the marketplace drivers mentioned at the beginning of increasing expectations, demands, and competition.  And they reflect the need to both rethink IT and reinvent the business.
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...service sourcing and service value

Cloud Computing Delivery Models

ORGANIZATION

 

CULTURE

 

GOVERNANCE

Flexible Delivery Models

Public …
•Access by Service provider 

owned and managed.
•subscription.
•Delivers select set of 

standardized business process, 
application and/or 
infrastructure services on a 
flexible price per use basis.

Private …
•Privately owned and 

managed.
•Access limited to client 

and its partner network.
•Drives efficiency, 

standardization and best 
practices while retaining 
greater customization and 
control

Cloud Services 

Cloud Computing 
Model

.…

 

Customization, efficiency, 
availability, resiliency, security 

and privacy 

.…Standardization, capital 
preservation, flexibility and 

time to  deploy  

Hybrid …
•Access to client, partner 

network, and third party

 
resources
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• Improve efficiency and utilization 
of IT resources

• Reduced management 
complexity and infrastructure 
costs through standardization

• Leverage integrated server and 
storage management

• Security and governance 

• System platform optimization and 
integration

• Single interface to manage servers, 
storage and networking

• Image management to improve 
service delivery

• Integrated and secure virtual 
infrastructure

• Monitoring, capacity and 
analytics along with 
infrastructure provisioning

• Automated billing usage and 
metering

• Optimized environment for 
workload

Get started:
• Create a Cloud Strategy and Roadmap 
• Consolidate and Virtualize Your Infrastructure
• Access Compute and Storage as a Service

Integrate

Automate

Orchestrate
No matter where you are in your cloud journey, 
IBM has capabilities to help you achieve your 
business goals

Get started:
• Image and Virtual Environment 

Management
• Implementing an Entry Cloud 

Infrastructure

Get started:
•

 

Implementing an 
Advanced Cloud 
Infrastructure

Cloud Service Management and Integration

The evolution of cloud strategies
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Some Examples…

…others

Services can be segmented in three layers for 
provisioning

IBM Test Cloud

IBM Software
available on

 

Amazon AMI

Platform as a Service

High Volume
Transactions

Middleware

Database

Web 2.0 Application
Runtime

Java
Runtime

Development
Tooling

Software as a Service

Collaboration

Business 
Processes

CRM/ERP/HR
Industry 

Applications

Infrastructure as a Service

Servers Networking Storage
Data Center 

Fabric

Shared virtualized, dynamic provisioning
IBM CoD

Information

 

Protection Svcs.
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A next generation infrastructure powered by IBM SmartCloud is 
fundamental

DeployDesign

Business Process as a Service
Software as a Service

Platform as a Service

Infrastructure as a Service

Consume

Enables private/hybrid cloud service 
delivery and management

Cloud Enablement 
Technologies

Secure and scalable cloud managed 
services platform

Managed Cloud 
Services

Pre-built Cloud SaaS business 
applications and solutions

Cloud Business 
Solutions

Common Cloud Management Services built on an open standards reference model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SmartCloud Foundation
IBM SmartCloud Foundation is a comprehensive set of cloud enabling technologies that help clients build secure, scalable, workload-aware private and hybrid clouds.
With IBM SmartCloud Foundation, clients can easily build (on premise) and rapidly scale private / hybrid cloud environments with unparalleled time-to-market, integration and management.
IBM SmartCloud Foundation includes Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) capabilities.

SmartCloud Services
SmartCloud Services are a set of service delivery platforms to help customers leverage the IBM public cloud quickly and easily for Infrastructure and Platform services (managed services – NOT on premise).
Clients have choice of private, public and hybrid cloud deployment models that provide IaaS and PaaS with enterprise-class governance, administration, management, control, and security.

SmartCloud Solutions
IBM SmartCloud Solutions is a unique portfolio that accelerates business process innovation, delivers business analytics at the point of impact, and enables collaboration by creating and linking business networks. Competitors may do 1 or even 2 of these things well, but only IBM has the depth and breadth across all 3 of these business value dimensions. 
Through acquisitions and organic growth we are one of the top 10 SaaS companies in the world today with over 60 SaaS business applications alone. Unlike many of our competitors IBM’s SaaS solutions are in every corner of the world, IBM has SmartCloud Solutions available in China, India, Brazil and other growth markets as the companies in those economies look to Software and Business Process as a Service to accelerate their growth.
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Open flexibility is required in cloud delivery, integration, and use

Evolve existing 
infrastructure 

to cloud

Accelerate          
adoption with 

integrated systems

Immediate access 
to a managed 
platform with 
flexible cost

Common Cloud Management Services  open standards reference model

Enterprise 
data center

Managed 
private cloud

Enterprise 

Hosted 
private cloud

Enterprise 

Shared cloud 
services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point: Clients will follow a unique journey to cloud based on their particular goals and starting point and IBM’s approach is built on a common cloud platform and open standards and supports private, public and hybrid cloud deployment models.

There are 3 delivery models for infrastructure and platform capabilities: 
Using core technologies from IBM SmartCloud Foundation to build and manage private clouds; 
Using PureSystems to accelerate deployment of private clouds; 
Consuming infrastructure as a service and platform as a service from IBM, providing immediate access to managed services in the IBM SmartCloud Services portfolio

All of these capabilities exist today in IBM. And with a deep understanding of our individual clients, we can help build a roadmap of where they can go and how to get there.

IBM believes – as our customers do - in open standards in the cloud space to ensure interoperability and prevent vendor lock-in.  This is a different point of view from some others in the marketplace.  And a great example of this commitment to openness is our participation and leadership in the cloud standards customer council.  The council has over 210 members today. Its purpose is not to establish or validate cloud standards but rather to provide the voice of the end user into standards bodies.  

Since the launch of the CSCC, various working groups have been formed and two papers – a Practical Guide to Cloud Computing; and 2) Cloud Computing Use Cases – have been published and are available today. The objective with these deliverables is to inject real-world customer input into the standards development process, and focus on how to leverage what customers have today across a heterogeneous environment as well as how to use open, standards-based cloud computing to extend their organizations.
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IBM SmartCloud Foundation provides flexible deployment options to 
enable cloud solutions

IBM Infrastructure

Optimize  
solutions on 
IBM 
infrastructures 
to become 
cloud-ready

Accelerate 
deployments    
with expert 
integrated 
systems

Virtualize applications for deployment on IBM 
Cloud

PureFlex, SmartCloud Entry, Systems 
Director, VMControl

Private Cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 3 deliver models for infrastructure and platform capabilities: (1) Using core technologies from IBM SmartCloud Foundation to build and manage private clouds; (2) Using expert integrated systems, part of the IBM SmartCloud Foundation portfolio, like PureSystems to accelerate deployment of private clouds; (3) Consuming infrastructure as a service and platform as a service from IBM, providing immediate access to managed services in the IBM SmartCloud Services portfolio
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IBM PureFlex System: Integrated Infrastructure, built for cloud 
Flexibility to run your choice of applications and middleware

Expert integrated:
Flexible infrastructure

‒

 

Compute (x86 & POWER)
‒

 

Storage
‒

 

Networking
‒

 

Advanced Flex System 
technology

Unified infrastructure 
management
Built-in expertise - 
Infrastructure patterns

Infrastructure  

200% increase 
in performance of critical 
applications1

66% faster 
setup time2

Days to minutes 
for virtual machine 
deployment time3

72% lower 
systems costs over 
3 years4

1. Based upon testing of IBM Storwize v7000 "Easy Tier" on previous generation IBM system. IBM Storwize v7000 is includedin IBM PureFlex System
2. Based upon comparisons to previous generation blade servers. Specific client environments and results may vary.
3. Based on IBM Research and Development testing estimating common user environments and manual tasks of selecting server for hosting the vm, allocating 
storage and networking resources and the virtual machine, compared with PureFlex System achievement of these tasks with existing resource pools. Specific client environments may vary. 
4. Estimate based upon the PureFlex System Consolidation Tool leveraging the 3rd party ALINEAN methodology. Specific client environments and results may vary.

Delivering Cloud Infrastructure 
Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we said, PureFlex System delivers the infrastructure services.  You can access these infrastructure services from your choice of middleware.  Choice and flexibility are key in PureFlex, for example it supports 5 operating systems and 4 hypervisors.  
(Background note to speaker: operating systems  are AIX, IBM i, Microsoft Windows®, and Linux from Red Hat, SUSE, hypervisors are PowerVM, KVM, VMware, or Microsoft HyperV). 
Not only that, but as you see on the left side, PureFlex supports a choice of compute, it provides storage and networking, pre-integrated. PureFlex is a  comprehensive infrastructure platform, with leading management of both the physical and virtual domains.  When you are creating a cloud infrastructure,  you’ll want all this flexibility to ensure you can host your business applications. Tens of thousands of applications are available for PureFlex.   We’ve also built in key infrastructure patterns, for example patterns around optimizing the management of
virtualized applications.   I’ll speak about a how some of our customers are already using PureFlex, and the benefits they are obtaining shortly, including how they are using it to create their cloud infrastructures. 
I want also to point out here that PureFlex has a blade architecture. We have a great history and install base of blades.  PureFlex system, and the components that make it up (neatly call FLEX SYSTEM) comprise the best blade available today.  They are the destination for our BladeCenter customers. 
Whether you are buying an integrated system, such as PureFlex, or you are tailoring your own solution with Flex System, there are many motivations. Lets take a few examples… Your applications may run much faster, not only because of compute or network performance, but because the storage teiring system puts “hot data” (data that is accessed a lot) on faster drives, making it faster to access the data.  
   Of course, as we have a pre-integrated system, and have optimized it, you can indeed set up the system more rapidly  -  just a few hours, and of course as you set up the resource pools that are used by your virtualized applications,  deploying (or moving them)  them becomes a very rapid task. 
Last, but certainly not least, when you compare the capabilities, modern “no-compromise” designs, higher utilization and virtualization that we �expect in PureFlex implementations, customers can save substantial amounts as they replace previous generation infrastructures. 
Not for presentation, this is background if asked to explain. 
------ Claims/Data Points Explanation -----
“200% increase in performance of critical applications”
Based on: Storage Tiering manages access to critical application data, and where needed, stores it on much faster (solid state) drives.  This ”Easy Tier” capability in Storwize V7000 (and subsequently in the NGP storage node) allows critical applications to access to key data, thereby increasing the disk IO throughput by up to 3 times (or more).  In separate measurements, critical business application performance has been measured to increase more than 240%.  The comparison is therefore systems which use Easy Tier (PureFlex System and Storwize DO) and those systems which don’t. 
Source: both IBM internal measurements and third party (Enterprise strategy group) analysis.
http://www.enterprisestrategygroup.com/2011/02/ibm-storwize-v7000-real-world-mixed-workload-performance-in-vmware-environments  
Specific client environments and results may vary. IBM Plans subject to change.
Details: https://w3-connections.ibm.com/wikis/home?lang=en_US#/wiki/Wf0f6e8e4e5d8_4560_baa2_4c39eb7c5479/page/PureFlex%20System%20Proof%20Points 

“66% faster setup time”
Source: Compared to previous generation blade servers. Specific client environments and results may vary. Based on IBM internal Research and development estimates and measurements.  The management server setup for PureFlex System takes 131 minutes.  Equivalent setup for BladeCenter takes 388 minutes. 
Details: https://w3-connections.ibm.com/wikis/home?lang=en_US#/wiki/Wf0f6e8e4e5d8_4560_baa2_4c39eb7c5479/page/PureFlex%20System%20Proof%20Points 

“Days to minutes for virtual machine deployment time”Based on: IBM internal Research and Development testing and customer engagement experiences of Virtual Machines deployment times done “manually” and without resource pool allocations are 6 days or above.  PureFlex System equivalent times, utilizing resource pools are below 2 hours, and with resource pool allocation the estimate is 1.5 minutes. 
Source: Based on IBM Research and Development testing estimating common user environments and manual tasks of:
                 (a)  Select server for hosting virtual machine,  (b) Allocate storage resources, (c) Allocate network resources  (d) Allocate virtual machine, 
 	Compared with FSM achievement of these tasks with existing allocated resource pools.Specific client environments and results may vary.
Details: https://w3-connections.ibm.com/wikis/home?lang=en_US#/wiki/Wf0f6e8e4e5d8_4560_baa2_4c39eb7c5479/page/PureFlex%20System%20Proof%20Points 

“72% lower systems costs over 3 years”
Based on: Savings calculated based on the  PureFlex System Consolidation Tool leveraging third party ALINEAN  methodology, calculating systems costs to create a private cloud solution.  The comparison was between over 30 non-IBM Unix servers and over 200 x86 based servers to one PureFlex System  (26 compute nodes), supporting the same number of applications as virtual machines. The 3-year ongoing systems costs were 72% lower with PureFlex System.  
Potential migration costs excluded.  Specific client environments and results may vary. 
Details: https://w3-connections.ibm.com/wikis/home?lang=en_US#/wiki/Wf0f6e8e4e5d8_4560_baa2_4c39eb7c5479/page/PureFlex%20System%20Proof%20Points
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IBM SmartCloud Entry is a simple and cost-effective private cloud 
solution that delivers self-service provisioning and utility billing 

seamlessly across multiple hardware and virtualization platforms

•

 

Simplified cloud operations with intuitive user interface

 
lowers administrative overhead and eliminates backlogs

•

 

Improved operations productivity

 

with easy self-service user 
interface accessible from Web browser and mobile devices

•

 

Open and extensible

 

for easy customization to help tailor to 
unique business environments

•

 

Uses standardized virtual machine images to ensure 
compliance and reduce management costs

•

 

Improved utilization of infrastructure

 

by highly optimized 
IBM systems, fine-tuned to support cloud solutions

• Accelerate business 
results: Immediate 
delivery of IT services 
with utility billing model

• Integrated management 
Approvals, metering, billing, 
users/groups and projects 
managed via simple admin UI

• Flexible, modular design: Small 
Footprint -- quick install that 
accelerates self-service IT delivery 
Extensible via REST API allowing 
partners to easily customize the UI

IBM SmartCloud Entry

– Virtual Appliances Are Enabled to run on SmartCloud Entry
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Leveraging PureFlex built-in expertise for cloud with SmartCloud Entry

SmartCloud Entry…

Deploy Workload…

Simple, Rapid Deployment

Leveraging Built-in Expertise

Compute, Network & Storage
Resources Dynamically Discovered

System PoolsImage Library of 
Available Workloads

Automatically
Captured & Cataloged

Policy Driven Optimization 
with Built-in Expertise

Optimized Assets
Compute ,Network & Storage

Tailor…
Choose…
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Key Features Customer Benefits
Easy to deploy and use private 
cloud ‘stack’

 

delivers improved 
service levels and fastest time to 
value

•

 

IBM SmartCloud

 

Entry

 

transforms System x and 
Power servers into a ready-made, highly-scalable 
cloud infrastructure that empowers end users with 
new services on demand.

Intuitive end-user Web portal 
for rapid self-service workload 
provisioning

•

 

IBM SmartCloud

 

Entry

 

provides a Web-based 
interface that makes selecting and provisioning new 
workloads as simple as browsing the Internet.

Built-in workload metering 
delivers foundation for pay-per-

 
use model

•

 

IBM SmartCloud

 

Entry

 

provides comprehensive 
metering of virtualized workload activity to aid with 
usage tracking and budgeting.

Manage automated approvals, 
metering, billing, users and 
projects through a single pane 
of glass

•

 

IBM SmartCloud

 

Entry

 

empowers infrastructure 
teams with a rich set of administrative capabilities 
allowing easy delegation of  provisioning to 
authorized users while maintaining full oversight to 
ensure safe operation

Create golden master VMs

 

(images), convert images from 
physical systems or between 
hypervisors and conserve image 
storage**

•

 

IBM SmartCloud

 

Entry

 

allows easier customization of 
images, reducing errors and labor costs

Convert hardware to ‘Cloudware’ with a quick and easy cloud solution

IBM SmartCloud Entry on IBM PureFlex System

Improve performance and 
increase utilization of 

infrastructure using IBM HW

Improve performance and 
increase utilization of 

infrastructure using IBM HW

Improve end-user and 
operations productivity and 

accelerate time to market

Improve end-user and 
operations productivity and 

accelerate time to market

Provide more granular
financial management

Provide more granular
financial management

Simplify Cloud 
administration

Simplify Cloud 
administration

Standardize
virtual machines
to reduce cost

Standardize
virtual machines
to reduce cost** Featured delivered by VMControl for Power servers and TPM for Images 

for System x servers until converged offering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Virtual Appliance provides:


 

Cloud characteristics: automation       
and self-service



 

No code changes needed

Accelerates time to value:

Reduces deployment time

Reduces complexity

New distribution methods

IBM uniquely offers the IBM 
Activation Engine



 

Package configuration 
parameters  Reduce 
configuration post- 
deployment

Runs in other cloud or virtualizd 
environments: Smart Cloud Entry, 
VMControl, Systems Director
Runs on entire IBM Power and 
System x line of servers

ISVs can optimize their applications with virtual appliances 
IBM simplifies and improves the packaging process

Open Virtualization Format (OVF)

Building the 
Virtual Appliance

+

Software 
application

Operating 
system

Metadata

+

+
Activation 
Engine

Middleware

+

Virtual 
Appliance

Metadata

Software 
application

Operating 
system

Activation 
Engine

Middleware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just enabling Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) doesn't yield the complete value for which many of our clients want to use Virtualized environments and Cloud. New, or traditional Apps can be re-factored for Cloud in the form of Virtual Appliances; This 're-factoring' is done at the Virtual Appliance Factory.  The VAF is the 'factory' that produces 'Cloud services (images), in an industry standard format. In essence, VAF transforms 'old' software into 'new' Cloud images (services) that can be rapidly deployed by customers using the advanced NGP unified management capabilities.  

What is a Virtual Software Appliance?
A version of an ISV’s application(s) built using virtualization technology that can be easily deployed into a cloud computing environment. Once built it can be deployed at will removing the need to manually create an image for each deployment of the application(s). Reduces the installation, configuration and maintenance costs associated with running complex stacks of software

A virtual appliance is a prepackaged, self-contained image with all of the necessary software in a “ready” to run image (Operating System, Database, Middleware & Application).  This single image is a repeatable and consistently deployed solution with the ISV embedded expertise and application(s) built using virtualization technology that can be easily deployed into a cloud computing environment. Once built by the ISV, the image can be deployed at will, removing the need to manually recreate an image for each client deployment of the application(s). This reduces the installation, configuration and maintenance costs associated with running complex stacks of software.

It really is about optimizing for cloud-ready virtual appliances that can be built once and deployed anywhere!
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Virtual Appliances on PureFlex…
Deliver private cloud capabilities



 

Deliver self-service provisioning


 

Automate IT service deployment


 

Simplify cloud administration

Rapid deployment of workloads


 

Bring new users online rapidly


 

Build application functionality quickly 


 

Set-up environments in hours, not weeks

Unique IBM capabilities 
• Advanced configuration and activation automation
• Extended usability out-of-the-box: no additional 

management solutions required

Entry point 
• Minimal investment
• New delivery mechanism for easy-to-use 

evaluations, POC editions and downloads

Virtual appliances are a new delivery mechanism that is just taking off, 
comprising less than 10% of the overall market and projected to reach over 
30% in 2017. – Dell’Oro Group, February 7, 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The integrated systems management of the PureFlex infrastructure, coupled with ISV enabled workloads, delivers customers with an optimized solution and accelerated path to the cloud.
Use case – when a customer asks for private cloud, or an end-to-end solution, here’s how you use VAs to get there: Infor?
If an ISV has done a Virtual Appliance and is seeing traction with PureFlex (InterSystems), they are a good candidate to develop virtual appliances on other apps in their portfolio or on other platforms.

http://www.delloro.com/news/bright-future-forecast-for-data-center-appliance-market
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Virtualization Virtualization 
FoundationFoundation

Build an efficient 
IT infrastructure

Integrate1


 

Consolidate and virtualize servers, 
storage, networking



 

Virtualize workloads with virtual 
appliances



 

Streamline systems management

Improve speed 
and dexterity

Automate2


 

Enable rapid application 
deployment



 

Deliver self-service provisioning



 

Automate IT service deployment



 

Simplify cloud administration

Deliver IT      
without boundaries

Orchestrate3


 

Deploy IT services more rapidly



 

Increase agility by managing multi- 
tenant environments



 

Speed innovation through 
seamless orchestration

Reduce capital and 
operating expense

Increase time to value Leverage the full 
value of the Cloud

EntryEntry 
CloudCloud

AdvancedAdvanced 
CloudCloud
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Virtualization FoundationVirtualization Foundation

Build an efficient 
IT infrastructure

Integrate1



 

Consolidate and virtualize servers, 
storage, networking



 

Virtualize workloads with virtual 
appliances



 

Streamline systems management

IBM SAN Volume 
Controller Systems 
Storage

IBM Systems Director 
VMControl

IBM BladeCenter 
Foundation for Cloud

STEP 1
A. Integrate virtualization into your IT infrastructure 
(VMControl, PowerVM, KVM) 
B. Virtualize your workloads utilizing the IBM Virtual 
Appliance Factory
C. Integrate systems management (PureFlex Flexible 
Systems Manager, Systems Director)

PureFlex 
System
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Build an efficient 
IT infrastructure

Integrate1



 

Consolidate and virtualize servers, 
storage, networking



 

Virtualize workloads with virtual 
appliances



 

Streamline systems management

IBM SAN Volume 
Controller Systems 
Storage

IBM Systems Director 
VMControl

IBM BladeCenter 
Foundation for Cloud

Improve speed 
and dexterity

Automate2



 

Enable rapid application deployment



 

Deliver self-service provisioning



 

Automate IT service deployment


 

Simplify cloud administration

IBM SmartCloud 
Provisioning IBM Smart

Cloud 
Entry

zEnterprise Starter
Edition for Cloud

STEP 2
A. Enable Cloud-based deployment (SmartCloud Entry/PureFlex)
B. Deliver Cloud workloads (virtual appliances)
C. Integrate Cloud automation (Tivoli SCP)

PureFlex 
System

Entry CloudEntry Cloud
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Build an efficient 
IT infrastructure

Integrate1



 

Consolidate and virtualize servers, 
storage, networking



 

Virtualize workloads with virtual 
appliances



 

Streamline systems management

IBM SAN Volume 
Controller Systems 
Storage

IBM Systems Director 
VMControl

IBM BladeCenter 
Foundation for Cloud

Improve speed 
and dexterity

Automate2



 

Enable rapid application deployment



 

Deliver self-service provisioning



 

Automate IT service deployment



 

Simplify cloud administration

IBM SmartCloud 
Provisioning IBM Smart

Cloud 
Entry

zEnterprise Starter
Edition for Cloud

Deliver IT      
without boundaries

Orchestrate3



 

Deploy IT services more rapidly



 

Increase agility by managing multi- 
tenant environments



 

Speed innovation through 
seamless orchestration

System z Solution 
Edition for Cloud

Active Cloud Engine
Systems storage

IBM Service 
Delivery Manager

PureFlex 
System

STEP 3
A. Utilize virtual patterns to deliver IBM Platform as a Service
B. Include orchestration across heterogeneous resources
C. Deliver self service, cloud monitoring, and billing and metering

AdvancedAdvanced 
CloudCloud
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Ready For PureSystems 
ISV Kit
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ISV PureFlex & Cloud Enablement Program



 

Develop virtual appliance 


 

Validate your solution 


 

Join the PureSystems Centre


 

Achieve “Ready For PureSystems”


 

What’s next?
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ISO images

ConfigureInstall

Installed 
Application

Config 
Data

Software 
application

Operating 
system

Middleware

Virtual 
Appliance

Metadata

Software 
application

Operating 
system

Activation 
Engine

Middleware

Configure

Traditional – install on “bare metal” hardware

Virtual appliances – instant deployment in a virtualized environment

~ 3 weeks

< 30 minutes

Deploy

Deploy

OVF images

Additional details @ ibm.com/partnerworld/cloud/vaf

Virtual appliances accelerate deployments and are cloud-ready

Integrate1

Ready For 
PureSystems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activation Engine = The process of customizing operating system, network, and application resources during the deployment phase of a virtual appliance.

The true value of the OVF-compliant software VAs lies in the ability to automatically install and configure all of the software components, including the operating system, middleware, and end-user applications. Unfortunately, the prevailing approach of many appliance architects is to ship them "half-baked" without automating the activation of the entire software stack. Often, appliance architects use, say, the VMWare tools to ensure the reconfiguration of the OS-level settings, such as host name, domain name, and root password. They tend not to address the reconfiguration needs of the software components above the OS at the initial deploy time. For example, they do not reconfigure the database settings. Consequently, at deployment time, the host name at the OS level gets set to the proper value, while the database configuration shows the original host name. This may lead to unpredictable results and often requires manual debug and repair. This approach is problematic for several reasons:
 
The need for a manual configuration of deployed workloads defeats the key value proposition of cloud computing—namely, automation.
The deployer (a cloud admin) may not have the necessary domain knowledge to properly reconfigure a third-party application or middleware or the inter-dependencies of a multi-tiered application construct.
 
A preferred solution to address these issues is to take advantage of the IBM Virtual Solutions Activation Engine (VSAE). The Activation Engine is a software tool that is used during the appliance creation and deployment phases. The appliance architect installs the Activation Engine in each virtual system image during the appliance construction phase. Then, when the appliance is deployed, the Activation Engine runs in each of the virtual systems and reconfigures the system and the installed applications.
 
Essentially, the VSAE is a scripting engine that starts on the first boot before the application services are activated. For example, the WebSphere Application Server (WAS) data source configuration requires the DB2 server host name, the port on which DB2 is listening, the database name, and DB2 user credentials. Please note that these settings may be different for each instance and are runtime environment–specific. They need to be set before the WAS application startup to prevent conflicts and security exposure.
 
The VSAE supports a pluggable architecture where the configuration tasks for a specific aspect of a software stack are performed by the specialized activation programs. These activation programs are invoked by the Activation Engine in a predefined sequence. 
 
The OVF standard recommends that the runtime parameters are passed to the Activation Engine using an XML configuration file (default name is ovf-env.xml) contained in a virtual CD drive. The virtual CD drive is attached to a given virtual system at the boot time. The Activation Engine parses the XML configuration file to retrieve the parameters and then calls a specific activation program that sets points of variability (change points) in the application stack.


http://ibm.com/partnerworld/cloud/vaf
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1. IBM Led Enablement

2. ISV Self Enablement 

Engage IBM

IBM Virtual Appliance Factory accelerates the build process 
- 2 ways to engage

Gather technical 
specs and submit 
enrollment form

Build virtual 
appliances with IBM 
Innovation Center 

assistance

Rapidly deploy 
application to the 

Cloud

Download
Self Enablement

Kit

Build, test, validate 
virtual appliance on 

ISV premise

Rapidly deploy 
application to the 

Cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Virtual Appliance Factory - “the VAF” - is an IBM Innovation Center program which provides tools and expertise to help partners enable PureSystems.

The VAF provides two tracts for partners based on their skills and experience in building virtual appliances:

The IBM Led Enablement process guides partners through every step of the process of creating a virtual appliance. This process begins with the partner requesting an IIC Engagement to “Create a PureFlex Virtual Appliance.”

Once partners are familiar with the VAF process and tools, the ISV Self Enablement process provides the tools and infrastructure experienced partners need to update their virtual appliance or create new ones. The self enablement process is outlined in the Ready for PureFlex roadmap at https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/page/isv_com_dvm_techval_pure_start_flex


https://www-304.ibm.com/usrsrvc/account/userservices/jsp/login.jsp?persistPage=true&page=/events/idr/idrevents/member/engagementrequest.action&PD-REFERER=none&error=
https://www-304.ibm.com/usrsrvc/account/userservices/jsp/login.jsp?persistPage=true&page=/events/idr/idrevents/member/engagementrequest.action&PD-REFERER=none&error=
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/preLogin.do?source=swg-smartcloudpro
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1 Select an Application
Identify software application for virtual appliance creation

2 Understand requirements
Review technical requirements and tooling support: IBM Virtual Appliance Factory website

3 Choose software stack components
Identify OS/middleware of choice to be packaged in virtual appliance 

4 Address licensing requirements
Ensure OS/middleware licensing/distribution agreement in place or validate entitlements 

5 Build the virtual appliance
Build virtual appliance through an IBM Innovation Center of self-enablement toolkit

6 Test and validate the virtual appliance on a PureFlex System
Schedule engagement with an IIC/VLP to perform validation testing of virtual appliance

7 Prepare to list your virtual appliance in the IBM PureSystems Centre
Create Global Solutions Directory entry and solution pages for IBM PureSystems Centre

8 Complete the “Ready For IBM PureSystems” criteria
Nominate solution and sign supplemental to complete IBM Ready For PureSystems criteria 

Steps for creating virtual appliances 
IBM provides streamlined way to create virtual appliances & join ecosystem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a Virtual Software Appliance?
A version of an ISV’s application(s) built using virtualization technology that can be easily deployed into a cloud computing environment
Once built it can be deployed at will removing the need to manually create an image for each deployment of the application(s)
Reduces the installation, configuration and maintenance costs associated with running complex stacks of software

Virtual appliance factory in development to enable rapid deployment for ISV applications
KVM + Vmware – Available today; PowerVM – Available Oct 2011
Self service capabilities introduced (April 2012)

Just enabling Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) doesn't yield the complete value for which many of our clients want to use Virtualized environments and Cloud. New, or traditional Apps can be re-factored for Cloud in the form of Virtual Appliances; This 're-factoring' is done at the Virtual Appliance Factory.  The VAF is the 'factory' that produces 'Cloud services (images), in an industry standard format. In essence, VAF transforms 'old' software into 'new' Cloud images (services) that can be rapidly deployed by customers using the advanced NGP unified management capabilities.  

VAF delivers value to the ISVs by allowing them to quickly create images at a low cost versus creating imaging manually, which is a long and painstaking process.

Provide a consistent, repeatable cloud workload enablement & deployment model across multiple hypervisors
Application blue print and operational attributes captured and played back with consistency
Easy customization during deployment, if required
Delivered as automated self-service portal
Reduce costs and accelerate time to value by exploiting virtualization technologies
Software distribution, implementation skills, documentation
Development costs for easy deployment of test and support environments



https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/stg_com_sys_virtual_appliance_factory
https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/iic/
https://www.ibm.com/systems/vlp/
https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/
http://www.ibm.com/puresystems/centre/
https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/page/isv_com_dvm_techval_pure
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Marketing Requirements for “Ready for PureSystems” 
IBM PureFlex Systems

1. Updated solution listing in IBM Global Solutions Directory


 

Include a sentence in solution description on the general tab about expert integrated systems or 
PureSystems



 

On the Business and Technical Tab in the Technical Information section for platform configuration, 
select Expert Integrated Systems and PureFlex Systems

2. Partner Solution Description Page on their website


 

Overview of Expert Integrated Systems & details on PureFlex
• Use the PureSystems Brochure, and the PureFlex Brochure to pull content. 
• Present the ISV Solution value proposition delivered with the Virtual Appliance on PureFlex.  

Include any Demos or trial options.


 

Provide clear details on how a client can access the download.
• The xyz Virtual Appliance for IBM PureFlex System will soon be available for download. Please 

call xxx-xxx-xxxx or email xxx@xxx for more details.


 

Include link back to IBM PureSystems Home Page
• Ex:  Learn more about IBM PureSystem at: 

<homepage:http://www.ibm.com/ibm/puresystems/us/en/index.html#tab:overview/subtab:default>

3. Signed legal Supplement, generated when the above is complete

ftp://submit.boulder.ibm.com/sales/ssi/ecm/en/wab12350usen/WAB12350USEN.PDR
ftp://submit.boulder.ibm.com/sales/ssi/ecm/en/wab12345usen/WAB12345USEN.PDF
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Overview and Benefits of the Global Solutions Directory


 

IBM’s public source for Business Partner 
solutions

• 11,000+ solutions provided by 4,600+ partners
• 1.2M page views in 2010
• Search content by solution area, industry or geo
• Available worldwide in 10 languages



 

Business Partner responsibilities:


 

Create and maintain a solution display


 

Answer requests submitted via the solution record



 

Increases solution visibility to a worldwide market 
at no charge


 

Attracts clients, IBM sellers and other Business 
Partners



 

Catalog of Ready for PureSystems offerings


 

Provides Clients with easy access to solutions


 

Link directly from a Partner’s solution display to their 
website for demos, trials or downloads



 

Social media links may be added to solution displays
• Facebook and Twitter support for Partners using 

these extensions



 

Instructions and videos available

Step by step instructions:
1) Go to the Global Solutions Directory
2) Click Manage solutions
3) Click Sign in
4) Use your PartnerWorld ID/Password
5) Click on Submit a Business Partner 

solution for verification
6) Complete the questionnaire and submit

http://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd
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Extensibility from the broadest ecosystem is made easy

New IBM PureSystems Centre:


 

Gain access to a broad community of IBM and 
certified Business Partner expertise 


 

Download optimized, deployable virtual 
appliances from 300+ leading ISV partners


 

Search by solution area, industry or system


 

Download fixes and patches


 

Access to developer community

Also run your existing 
applications today*

ibm.com/puresystems/centre

ibm.com/puresystems/centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  IBM has the broadest open ecosystem of partners ready and able to provide industry expertise and solutions to clients and they now can take advantage of PureSystems Centre to deliver value even faster.

Speaker Notes:
IBM has the broadest open ecosystem of partners ready and able to provide industry expertise and solutions to clients.  

As I mentioned, We have developed PureSystems Centre - a catalog and solution showcase that simplifies deployment of partner and IBM applications 

Clients will be able to access links to direct downloads and find such items as:
ISVs application patterns
Acquire licenses and download of code or fixes
Partner “PureSystems Ready” offerings
A single entry is searchable under multiple IBM offerings PureApplication System, SmartCloud Application Services…
A repository of unified content with simple to find new content by category (industry, solution, geo etc)
Access to the developer community



http://ibm.com/puresystems/centre
http://ibm.com/puresystems/centre
http://ibm.com/puresystems/centre
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Marketing Requirements for Ready for PureSystems 
1. Solution Description Pages



 

IBM is asking Partners to create a solution description page on their websites for each 
enabled PureSystems solution entry in PureSystems Centre



 

The “Get it Now” link on the Partner’s PureSystems Entry will take the Client to the Partner’s 
solution description page.



 

A client will be able to access information about downloads or in some cases a 
direct download capability. (post validation)
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Partner requirements to support the IBM PureSystems Centre



 

Update existing solution displays in the 
Global Solutions Directory (or add new 
ones) 


 

Prepare a solution description page on 
Partner websites as the primary link from 
the solution display in the GSD

Partner website may display:


 

Host trials and full version downloads


 

Terms and conditions


 

Download options and guidance



 

Request an engagement at the IBM 
Innovation Center (IIC) to test and 
validate Partner downloads and solution 
download pages
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‘Get It Now’ tab on PureSystems Centre leads to Solution Description Page



 

Drives clients to ISV 
site



 

Ensures they land 
directly on appropriate 
content



 

Provides direct access 
to downloads and ISV 
contact information
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Designing a solution description page on a Partner’s website



 

Objective: Provide Customers with a consistent user experience as they view and 
download Partner solutions for PureSystems


 

A solution description page should contain the following information:


 

Solution name


 

Solution description


 

How it works: demos or screen shots


 

Technical and hardware requirements


 

Link to the corresponding solution download page


 

Who to contact for more information


 

Links to additional Troy offerings (solution description pages)



 

Accreditation marks


 

Link back to IBM Global Solutions Directory
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Solution Description Page
The solution description page should be laid out as follows:

1.  Include an overview of Expert Integrated Systems & details on PureFlex
• Talk about Built in Expertise, Integration by Design, Simplified experience & Patterns 

of expertise.
• PureSystems Brochure: http://www- 

304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/WAB12350USEN
• PureFlex System Brochure:  

http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/wab12345usen/WAB12345USEN.PDF
• See PureSystems at a Glance pages in multiple languages here!

2.  Present the ISV Solution value proposition delivered with the ISVs Application Pattern / Virtual 
Appliance on PureSystems.  Include any Demos or trial options.

3.  Provide clear details on how a client can access the download.
• The xyz Virtual Appliance for IBM PureFlex System will be soon be available for 

download. Please call xxx-xxx-xxxx or email xxx@xxx for more details.

4.  Include link back to IBM PureSystems Home Page
• Ex:  Learn more about IBM PureSystem at: www.ibm.com/puresystems

http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/WAB12350USEN.pdf
http://www.ibm.com/puresystems
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Solution Description template
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Suggested Text Ideas for Solution Description Page

1. The combination of <ISV Name + Application> and IBM PureSystems will help businesses 
simplify deployment and ongoing operations of the <ISV> solution. Accelerating 
implementation times and reducing operation and maintenance efforts result in fewer IT 
resources needed, lower costs, and a faster time-to-value. 

PureSystems is a new class of expert integrated systems that combine the flexibility of a 
general purpose system, the elasticity of cloud and the simplicity of an appliance. Expert 
integrated systems fundamentally change the experience and economics of IT.  For more 
information, please visit http://www.ibm.com/ibm/puresystems

2.   <ISV> has now enabled its <Solution Name> solution on both the IBM PureApplication 
System and the IBM PureFlex System. Optimization on IBM PureSystems empowers our 
joint customers to realize improved time to value with faster deployment.  Consolidated 
servers and application workloads achieve efficiencies in resource usage, improved 
performance, and reduced management complexity.  For more information, please visit 
http://www.ibm.com/ibm/puresystems.
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Suggested Text Continued (PureFlex)

3.  The PureFlex System is a full infrastructure system with integrated expertise. This IBM 
offering provides you with an integrated computing system that combines servers, storage, 
networking, virtualization and management into a single structure. The built-in expertise 
provided by PureFlex System performance helps organizational leaders simply manage and 
flexibly deploy integrated patterns of virtual and hardware resources using unified 
management. Efficiency and operating agility help support business leaders who wish to 
rapidly deploy IT services at a reduced cost. 

IBM PureFlex System includes integrated patterns of expertise designed to automate and 
optimize the deployment and maintenance of <ISV Name and Solution> workloads. 
Deployment expertise can accelerate your time to value versus traditional systems. 
Consolidation and management expertise drives automation to significantly reduce manual 
processes that consumes too many staff hours. Optimization expertise also allows the 
infrastructure to flex to unexpected demands without requiring expensive surplus capacity. 
This system is designed to provide a simplified experience and reduce IT complexity without 
compromising flexibility. 
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Ready for PureSystems


 

Business Partners who complete the eligibility criteria for their virtual appliance will receive the 
Ready for PureSystems mark.



 

Eligibility requirements include:


 

Creating a virtual appliance using the IBM Virtual Appliance Factory, validated by an IIC


 

Creating a solution display in the Global Solutions Directory for the solution


 

Creating a solution description page on the Partner’s website


 

Test virtual appliances, solution downloads and download pages at the IIC


 

Sign the appropriate “Ready for PureSystems” supplement
• NOTE: Eligibility criteria are similar regardless of the PureSystems family member



 

The Ready for PureSystems mark recognizes the Business Partner for investing in PureSystems


 

The mark will be automatically added to a Business Partner’s solution display and may be used 
on the Partner’s website and marketing collateral following acceptance of a user agreement.



 

PROCESS: Send solution description test website url to IBM Member Services (Sam Perez, 
perezsam@us.ibm.com). Once approved and finalized, solution will appear in PureSystems Centre.  
IBM Member Services will send PartnerWorld supplemental agreement. Once partner returns 
signed agreement, the Ready For PureSystems process is complete.  
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After Signing the Mark Usage agreement

• Download the Ready for PureSystems Mark and add to your Solution Description page.

• Instructions on how to access the Mark


 

Visit https://www-304.ibm.com/sales/gss/bpmg/ - - this site will require a PartnerWorld 
username and password.



 

The Ready for Marks that your company can use should appear automatically.  Select the 
Ready for PureSystems Mark and download the complete zip file of available file formats.



 

The Mark with your correct PartnerWorld Level Status (Premier, Advanced, Member) 
should appear automatically.



 

If you have questions or issues with the mark download, please contact 
perezsam@us.ibm.com

https://www-304.ibm.com/sales/gss/bpmg/
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What’s Next: GTM, Marketing & Benefits 
PartnerWorld Benefits:


 

Client Events Package


 

Demand Generation


 

Marketing Templates and Ready For logo


 

Influencer Marketing Funding


 

Co-marketing Benefits


 

Market Intelligence


 

Financing: purchase / lease


 

Promotions & Incentives


 

Sales Tools


 

IBM Briefing Centers


 

IBM Innovation Centers, Virtual Loaner 
Program


 

Training: “You Pass, We Pay”, Certification


 

Collaboration

Join PartnerWorld Today:

PureFlex GTM:

GTM programs (PartnerWorld)
One-page testimonial
Sales Kits
Advertising opportunities*
Analyst/Press opportunities*
Develop additional virtual appliances
PureFlex ISV Brochure
YouTube PureFlex videos
IDC Whitepaper 
Oracle DB AIX virtual appliance cookbook
Events and Launches
Regional events at local IBM Centers
Virtual Appliance “How-to” videos

* On case-by-case basis, dependent upon criteria and client success stories

https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/pub/benefit/all/TRSPW/
https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/isv/hardwaremall
http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/igf_com_fin_promo_sdbpsil
https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/pw_com_jnw_index
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One Page Testimonial



 

Highlight your solution to the IBM client and sales community


 

Create a one-page testimonial for inclusion in Sales Kits and for use with IBM clients


 

Fill out template


 

Submit to IBM for review


 

Sign and return quote/logo approval form


 

Your testimonial will be included in Sales Kits and available for IBM clients
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Name of application
virtual appliance for x86 or Power

High level description of solution: 3-5 
bullet points 

Results: (of virtual appliance)

#1 (i.e. deployment time savings)

#2 (i.e. performance improvements, etc)

#3

Accelerate cloud 
Prepackaged virtual appliance for x86 or Power 
(insert name of ISV solution, on x86 or PowerVM)

Accelerate 
Cloud

“
”

<Insert your logo here>

Executive quote that describes the value that the 
new prepackaged virtual appliance running on 

PureFlex provides value for your clients.

Executive name and title

<One-Pager Testimonial TEMPLATE>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications Contact – Please route all press requests through the IBM relationship owner, Stephanie Pettinos (Stephanie Pettinos/San Antonio/IBM ; 512-243-7661)
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virtual appliances for PowerVM / POWER7

•Insurer Policy
•Insurer Claims
•Insurer Analytics
•Best of Breed Suite 
•Rich, single insurance data model
•Robust configuration
•Extensive business capabilities for the entire 
insurance value chain with analytics / dashboards 
to manage the business

Results:
Reduce deployment from 6-7 hours to 30 
minutes

Reduced TCO to “right size” costs based on 
volumes / growth

Cloudification of Innovation Insurer 
providing a next generation option

Innovate and Accelerate Cloud 
Prepackaging virtual appliance for PowerVM

Accelerate 
Cloud

Insurers looking for 'built for change' core insurance 
solutions will now find even greater choice in delivery 
models by having our modular, best-of-breed suite, 
Innovation Insurer, available on IBM's PureFlex System. 
Customers will now have access to rapid and cost 
effective development and deployment that will grow with 
them as their business does.

— Andrew Roberts, Group CEO, Innovation Group
”

“

<EXAMPLE>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications Contact – Please route all press requests through the IBM relationship owner, Stephanie Pettinos (Stephanie Pettinos/San Antonio/IBM ; 512-243-7661)
URL: http://www.innovation-group.com/home
http://twitter.com/#!/innovationgrpna
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PureSystems Launch Highlights
•

 

Live events
•

 

Launch Messages resonate with clients, partners & influencers
•

 

Media Reach & Coverage 
•

 

Analysts 
•

 

Web and innovative social media
•

 

Sales Enablement
•

 

Partner Days
•

 

Growing portfolio of partner applications

“It’s really capturing the 
intelligence about the 
software layer working 

with hardware in a 
pattern that’s new here.  

It’s a very significant 
advance.

---- John R. Rymer, 
Forrester

“While most enterprise suppliers — Dell, Cisco, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Oracle — have also 
moved in recent times to provide integrated 
computing, storage, and networking, the Pure 
family takes this game up a level.”

We have 3,000 Systems 
Administrators managing 70,000 
servers.  If PureSystems can 
address the problems of this 
environment, it clearly has value.
Martin Kennedy, Global 
Enterprise Systems CitiGroup

blogs
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North America


 

Austin


 

Chicago


 

Dallas


 

Silicon Valley


 

Toronto


 

Waltham

Latin America


 

Mexico City


 

Sao Paulo

NE Europe


 

Copenhagen


 

Dublin


 

Ehningen


 

Hursley


 

London


 

Stockholm


 

Zurich

SW Europe


 

Amsterdam


 

Barcelona


 

La Gaude


 

Milan


 

Paris


 

Tel Aviv

CEE


 

Bratislava


 

Bucharest


 

Budapest


 

Kiev


 

Ljubljana


 

Moscow


 

Prague


 

Warsaw

MEA


 

Casablanca


 

Istanbul 


 

Johannesburg

Asia Pacific


 

Bangalore


 

Ho Chi Minh City


 

Kuala Lumpur


 

Manila


 

Seoul


 

Shanghai


 

Sydney

Japan


 

Tokyo

Blue = expertise

1. Awareness events to recruit ISVs
2. Workshops for skills building
3. ISV solution evaluation to identify the best 

approach for implementation
4. Technical support for porting and optimization
5. Solution validation
6. Secure remote access available using Virtual Loaner 

Program

Remote enablement support available 
@ ibm.com/systems/vlp

IBM PureSystems technical offerings and expertise available in 
31 IBM Innovation Centers today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through the WW Innovation Centers, you have the ability to tap into expertise around the globe.  We can help you make contacts, access technical help, and otherwise extend your business through our network of Innovation Centers.  With 40 Innovation Centers today, and more to come, we have the physical and virtual people and technical resources to help you on a worldwide basis.

Save time
Remote and secure access
No shipping, setup/install or system administration
Systems setup and provisioned in minutes
Save money
No charge for IBM PartnerWorld Members
No usage limit 
Other benefits and features
Develop, test, debug, evaluate and demonstrate applications on IBM System platforms including (AIX, IBM i, Linux, NGP)
Established & secure: Over 20K virtual loans for 2,300+ Partners worldwide (since 2004)
Powered by IBM SmartCloud Entry


http://ibm.com/systems/vlp
http://ibm.com/systems/vlp
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Resources

IBM Virtual Appliance Factory – Contact Us


 

https://www- 
304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/stg_ 
com_sys_virtual_appliance_factory

PartnerWorld


 

http://www- 
304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/pw_ 
com_sol_cloud_computing

IBM Cloud


 

http://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/us/en/private- 
cloud.html

IBM PureSystems


 

http://www.ibm.com/ibm/puresystems/us/en/index.html
IBM PureSystems Centre


 

http://www- 
01.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/puresystems/centre/bro 
wse#rc=PureFlex

Virtual Appliance “How=to” Videos
Part 1 - Importing a VM into ICON


 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7mb16H8Uo0

Part 2 - Creating Basic Software Bundles


 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIhUUg3yHRw

Part 3 - Adding the Bundle to Imported VM Image 


 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8BEDbgqFNY

Part 4 - Deploying the Virtual Appliance 


 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOF7-UzluUE

Part 5 - Advanced Software Bundles 


 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY0Kq-t5blU

www.ibm.com/edge

https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/stg_com_sys_virtual_appliance_factory
https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/stg_com_sys_virtual_appliance_factory
https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/stg_com_sys_virtual_appliance_factory
http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/pw_com_sol_cloud_computing
http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/pw_com_sol_cloud_computing
http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/pw_com_sol_cloud_computing
http://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/us/en/private-cloud.html
http://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/us/en/private-cloud.html
http://www.ibm.com/ibm/puresystems/us/en/index.html
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/puresystems/centre/browse#rc=PureFlex
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/puresystems/centre/browse#rc=PureFlex
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/puresystems/centre/browse#rc=PureFlex
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7mb16H8Uo0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIhUUg3yHRw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8BEDbgqFNY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOF7-UzluUE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY0Kq-t5blU
http://www.ibm.com/edge
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